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Abstract: The metallurgical sciences (material science) are closest to the Geology. Therefore there are close to
the ultimate explanation and diagnostics of the natural processes and phenomena in the Earth and in the
Universe. They are called upon the other sciences (industries) and society to present the general way's for
solution of the global problems including ecological ones. By solution of these problems always has to be take
account of the fact that the Earth is a cosmic body on which surface "Terrestrial" and "Space" industries and
technologies are developed.
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INTRODUCTION
The solving of the Global problems of our Planet, including this related to the ecology could be
impossible without profound and complex research after all problems concerning the Origin, the
Genesis of the Universe, Solar system, Earth (Planets) of their evolution reaching the Biosphere and
Bio and Psychogenesis and the development of the intelligent mind respectively. On the end of the 20'
111 and the beginning of 21"St century the mankind (M) is confronted with the dilemma "To be or not
to be" The wrong and deformed ideas and actions resulted serious problems, which may lead to
catastrophes and disasters including this related to the ecology [4-6]. The above mentioned danger
calls for necessity of Planetary control over the mining and energy production. The paper includes
summarised result of long time author works: Analysis non presented in the literature [1,2,3,19-21,
25,26] and references in [4-18,22-24} too.

2. DISCUSSION
2.1. THE FUNDAMENTAL PHILOSOPHICAL RESOURCES OF METALLURGY
AND MATERIAL SCIENCE IN EXPLANATION OR SOME PROCESSES AND
PHENOMENA IN SUPREME MODES OF THE MATER'S MOTION.
On the base of the newly determined position of the metallurgical sciences (material science) by
sciences classification in line with the Chemistry and Geology (Cosmogony), which was shown for
first time 1987 by the author an attempt for generalised presentation of some fundamental analysis
concerning the explanation of processes and phenomena in the supreme modes of matter's motion
geological (cosmogonical), biological and social [4-6]. The contemporary knowledge in the field of
the metallurgical sciences, the obtained experience in the field of the new gas metallurgy, volatile
elements metallurgy, under pressure in line with the achievements of the so called "classical"
metallurgy may corroborate the "Big-Bang" hypotheses under variation of the basic parameters of
specific material system chemical composition, temperature, Pressure (P) [4-8]. According to the
aforesaid an explanation of the Origin and Evolution of the Universe can be found and a programme
for monitoring, regulating and control over somme importance terrestrial processes can be outlined..
For example - Global Ecology. Let us assume the Earth was built in along period of time after the Big
Bang, when the matter's (material system's) temperature under the corresponding pressure was fallen
down to degree allowed the consequent chemical element's fusion starting at the hydrogen, the
beginning of simple and complex interactions and formation of simple and complex structure after
reaching the sufficient quantity as well. The changing from the gaseous state into liquid one is related
to condensation [4-6,9,10]. Information ad specific data concerning analysis of the processes related to
the Origin and Evolution of The Universe (Earth) are contemporary non available. On [4-6] is
presented an analysis of a specific (Fe-based) material system by heating and cooling. The temperature
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and pressure varied from - 273°C and complete underpressure up to high and supreme high values
which characterised the processes, before the Big Bang and are typical for the stars (Earth).[4-6,8,9,12.
Let us assure that the Earth is a cast with spherical form:

2.1.1. SOLIDIFICATION: PRINCIPLE PROCESSES, STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH LAYERS

According to the summary of the complex material system's processes simulation show in [4-6,9,
13,14,27] it was found the laws of Henry, Sieverts and Raul (and with their deviations) begins an
emission of gases and other volatile elements from the melt of the "Cast Earth"; Ar, He, H2, O2 etc.,
were emitted. In the melt remained a definite quantity of the volatile elements: Ca,K,Na,Li,Mg,Zn.
Most probably the water steam were formed at temperature of ~1000°C. One part of the existed O2

took part in the H2O formation, the rest O2 took part in diverse reduce processes depending on the
correspondent temperature and pressure. Oxides, silicates, spineless, etc., were formed [4-6,13,27].
The solidification of the cosmic bodies (Earth, planets) have been flower depending on the distance
from the correspondent star, on the location in the Galaxy and in the Universe. This determines the
aggregate state of the "gas-sphere" and hydrosphere (if such exists) [4,6]. One part of the gas shell of
Earth was formed before and the rest part during and after the solidification. The solidification flows
according to the known physical laws [4-6,12-14,27]. The solidification was not initiated
simultaneously at the whole surface. Its initiation have been depended on the location of the elements
and correspondent simple and complex material systems, In fact on the correspondent constitutional
diagrams [4,5,9,12-14,27] High melting - point elements crystallised at first. The eutectic points
crystallised at last. Similar point could be formed in wards the volume at the definite depth.
Pyrotectical reaction formation of simple and more complex chemical compounds could be observed.
Of importance are the declination of the solidification range (e.g.: left or right of the initial point etc.),
and the cosmic parameters [4-7-9,12-14,27]. The solidification begins at the locations where the heat
exchange is very likely. ~VC00\m$ and Verification were determined by the parameters shown in
[4,6,12,14,27] At first the solidification part (crust) was unsteady and was disposed to destruction and
correspondent processes [4-6,12,14,27] The head transition from the melt towards the solidificated
part (crust) is possible only by crystallisation of definite layers characterised by high temperatures and
specific "stormy" reactions. By crystallisation of each new layer a significant heat energy was
emitted. This energy could heat again definite locations (e.g.by extremely declined solidification
ranges, eutectic points [6,7,9,13,27]. Let us simulate terrestrial solidification process on very small
scale- spherical cast [4,6,27]. According to the similar structure of Earth the cast can be separated in
three concentric regions. The solidification of all the planet flows without extra melt feeding, which
could compensate the volume deficit due to the shrinkage. In this model found the contribution of tht
metallurgical sciences in expounding of some basic processes, phenomena and cataclysms may be
found. Let us examine the solidification process in II region between 0 80 and 040 mm .[6]. The
volume Viiquid can be presented by the equation (1):

VUquid=f (D3 - d3) = ̂ i<512 - 64) = 235cm3) (1)

lcm3 (1 cubic cm.) steel melt under solidification temperature has weight of app. 7g. The whole
weight of the melt in the II region is 235 x 7 = 1645g. After solidification and, cooling the above
mentioned weight doesn't change, but the volume of the solid metal is:

VSOhd=-yy = 21 Icm3(lcm3 by 18°C weight 7,8 g.) (2)

As result a shrinkage is formed . The V SChnukage can be presented as follows:
Vshmikage= Viiquid -VsoIld = 235-21 l=24cm3 (3)

This volume depends on the solidification range, on the spherical volume. Actually Vshrjcage is smaller
because the metal crust shrinks. There are some minerals which expand their volume by solidification.
Vshnkage depends on the pressure values in depth as well. Toward the centre (the core) and especially in
the border's regions the shrinkage most probably decreases [6]. The shrinkage formation depends on
and is determined by a lot of parameters: type of substance, chemical composition temperature,
pressure, density, etc. [4,6,12,14,27]. By simultaneously metal solidification in big volume and
without additional feeding similar to the planetary process) some small sized shrinkage (caves)
towards the central region can be formed A concentric shrinkage doesn't form. In this case the melt
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could not fill the gaps among the growing crystals (Geo-formation) building "bridges" among the
separate shrinkage's. The shrinkage's can be classified as external (valleys, seas and oceans) and
internal (surface or more deeper caves, concentrated or dispersed). The temperature gradients by the
solidification initiation and the later established one are relevant for the type of the shrinkage's. The
heat abstraction land (mountains) - hydrosphere - trough can exert influence on the heat centre toward
which the shrinkage's will be concentrated. Simultaneously with the solidification a gas (volatile
elements) emission can be observed [4,6-8,12,14,27]. The gas can be emitted from the melt if the
external pressure: HPatmOsphenc=Pexternai < EPsoiuted • ( t n e complete pressure of the gases in a specific
system - a part of the reservoir [6-8,14,27]. In accordance with the saluted gas quantity and AP=Psoiuted-
Pextemai gas emission flow normal or with flare[6-10,ll,27] The gas bubbles (space) in the volume of
the liquid Earth (planet, star) moving with a definite speed towards the surface are formed if:

SPa+Pb+Pc+Pd ) > SPatm0Sphenc+HY+2a/r+aBterrestnal crust (layer) (4)
where; Pa,Pb.Pc»Pd are the partial pressures of the corespondent gases; Hy-is the hydrostatic (material
static) pressure of the melt with relative weight y at depth H. Hma* = r - Earth (planetary, stellar) radius;
2o7r- is the pressure due to surface stress forces (a-Surface stress, r-bubble radius-empty space) AP/F-

is the strength of the cms t(layer) GB=G(p E/RT= ̂ jr 6 . The gassol vability can be presented by the

Sievert's law [4,6-8,14,15,27] and by the established deviates instead of -JP, P" (n= 1/2-1 for the
diatomic gases [14,15,27]: H2;O2;N2, etc. So-Proportionality grade under standard temperature and
pressure values; Pgase- part, pressure of the corespondent gas; R- is the gas constant per mole; T- is the
temperature in °C. The processes related to the kinetic like diffusion, mass exchange, transport by
saturation and evacuation are outlined as a model in [4-6,8,9,14]. Within the solidification range the
balance "gas-melt" is distributed [6-8,14-17]. The quantity of the emitted gas and other volatile
elements depends on the width and declination of the solidification range. The quantity of the emitted
gas and other volatile elements depends on the width and declamation of the solidification range .The
gas concentration of the unsolidificated melt within the solidification range can be shown by:

Psol.e
 qm iqm ; the gas concentration in the solididiucated part is,:

solid ~ So^PSol -e ' ^ n e solidification within the range [4,14-17,27] flows by one

and the same pressure Psoi,d: The initial gas concentration in the melt before the solidification Sin,t,ai will
be:

s F P I e - Q * o i / 2 R T ™ i s f p ~ , P~Ql,il2R'Ue'
^initial - TOO 8 + loo V iUU 8) (5)
Let " g " is the quantity of solidificated melt at the melt at the moment of first gas bubble formation in
the conditionally selected melt -100 kg. The part of the solidificated melt at the moment of the first gas
bubble formation can be presented as "G"(G=g/100)

^ -
s fl

Qlu]/2RTlu, -Qsoi,2RTsol *<l r^- -Qllql2RTUq

After analysis of (6) it was found that in case of G=0 at the moment of first gas bubble formation the
cast will have a maximal cavity grade. In case of G=l the cast (Earth) will solidificate as compact
body. The expression out of the bracers will be constant for the specific melt. It presents the
disposition of the multicomponent melts to gas emission according to [4-6,9,14,27]. This is valid for
the planetary model as well. By Earth (planets) a solidification flows during which G varies within the
range 0-1 depending on the P extremal and the quantity of the solidificated mass. This cause significant
cavity grade towards the surface, characterised by presence of gas pockets, pores, less compactness,
middle cavity grade's region and very compact core [4-6,12,14,16,17]: The gas pockets have smooth
internal walls in contrast to the schrinkages. By obtaining and casting of the expression out of brackets
in (6) presents the what type of constitutional diagrams can and have to be obtained with the
corespondent gas (N2) or volatile elements (Zn) [6,12,14,17,27]: This the future of the gas and volatile

elements metallurgy [7,12,14-17,27].G=1 ti^Psol =—-Qn"!nsTsji •
 T h e i n i t i a l Sas concentration of

Soe
 so
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diatomic gases before the solidification is: Simtiai — S0JP^ .e Uq Uq ; If the last two expression

are substituted in (6) the following will be established: ^- = e Tiot Tu<1 * ; (7)

The eq. (7) shows the gas pressure above the solodificated cast "Earth"(planets) or definite region of
its wombs to prevent the gas emission in the free molecule state as cavities, pores, caves, etc. The eq.
(6) and (7) can explain the processes and phenomena in the macrocosmos.[4-6,8,9,12,14].

2.1.2. ABIOGENIC AND BIOGENIC SYNTHESES
In [4-6,9,11,14] an attempt was made for detailed presentation of a model concerning a Fe-based melt
with Earth (cosmic) Origin consisting the base boiphile elements (C,O2,H2,N2,P,S) and additional
biophile elements (K,Na,Ca,Li) and some biohalogen ones (Ch, F2). By the meanse of the aforesaid
the preliminary preparation of the seemingly self organised substrate for the later Biogenesis of Earth
(planets !?..) still by the flowing of the metallurgical reduction processes is presented. According to
the [4-6,9,11,14] the consecutive element synthesis is as follows, General reactions in the Genesis.
These are reaction in the abiogenic and biogenic synthesis having curistic, prognostic, predictive
importance. Thus in the ."biological engine" have to be realised "gasing-degasing (oxidation-
reduction) processes like in the general reaction shown [6,11]

a)Gazing reaction (oxidation by O2)
T°C P T

xR + yS< ' ' )RxSy +Q (8)
where, R-reagents (Li,Na,K,Ca,Mg-basic biogenetic, but Al,Si,Mn,Cu,Cr,Ti,V,etc.,by the affinity and
tendency to gazing (oxidation).[ll,14]; S-gases (O2,H2,N2,Cl2,F2-)- basic biogenic; RxSy- simplead
complex products (oxides, nitrides, chlorides, fluorides, oxihidrides,... including, carbo oxihemoglobin
in the organisms, that cannot transport O2, etc). Q- calorific effect.

b)Degassing (reduction); Reductors are C (graphite, coals) and Me, including basic elemebts
in the organisms and Fe alloys with aromatic graphite structure [4-6,9,11,14]

T°C P T T°C P T
RxSy+kC < > xR+CkSy; RxSy+Me< ——>MexSy (9)

CxSy and MexSy- reduction products based on C and Me respective; {additional elements in proteins,
DNA, RNA, according to their quantity and affinity to " S " during the metabolism, which can
participate in reactions (8,9) with " C " Me=R} including mutagenes and cancer - provoking agents
[11]- If the gas is O2, N2 compound similar to the CKHy are hydrocarbons which are substrate source of
organic compound similar to the CnH2n+2 (initial CH4). Similar are the reactions if the gas is C»2,N2, etc.
The hydrocarbons can be found in significant quantities in the Earth crust of min the petroleum [4-6,
9,13,14]. An evidence of such reactions give us the volcanic gases: CO, CH4, NH3, CO2, H2O, H2S, etc
[4-6,9,13,14]. In the Earth depth by temperature of 1000°C quantity of free or by temperature above
1000°C of bounded H2O can be expected [4-6,9,12,14] According to [4-6,9,12,14,27] a significant part
of the coals are products of solid phase reaction. The rest elements (0,l%w.t) In the live forms have
big atomic mass: Fe, Zn, Cu, Co, Mo,Mn,Ni, [9,14]. In case simultaneously presence of O2, H2, C, N2,
the products will be of CxOyHzNt type These are organic elements and structures basic for the living
forms, DNA, RNA [11]. The transition from abiogenic to biogenic synthesis in the evolution cooling
curve according [4-6,9,11,14] requires appropriate thermodynamically parameters: temperatures
(continuously kept in the embryonic period - birth of the live cell-36-37°C for example), appropriate
pressure and optimal accumulation of abiogenic substrate, moisture etc. One part of this substrate is
burnt out, the rest is accumulated under the surface slag by the solidification and solid phase reaction
[4-6,9,11,12,14,27]. The carbon has aromatic structure and enables the incorporation of other elements
like K, Na, etc.[4-6,9,14,18.27]. The above presented general reactions can be released in historical
aspect [4-6] on other planets similar dislocated as Earth and under the above mentioned appropriate
conditions. The analysis shows that the biogenic synchs is possible only under laboratory conditions.or
after Major cataclysm reproducing the processes after the Big Bang [4-6,9,11,12,14,18]. It is assumed
that the process "abiogenic-biogenic" synthesis flows spontaneous up to exhausting of the substrate
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abilities and synchs conditions [4-6,9,11,14,18], In [4-6,9,11,24,27] an attempt was made for proving
that reaction (8) and (9) are reinvent to all sciences and especially to the material science, to the
Geology and Cosmogony, Biology., Ecology, Philosophy respectively.

2.1.3.CATASTROPHICAL EARTH PROCESSES. GENERAL EXPLANATION [1,2,3,18,19,25,26,27]

a) Prerequisites. Processes before, during and after solidification according equation (4). If
AP=0 the processes flows normal, if A P » 0 the process is "stormy"(process similar to the Sun flares
can be observed), the earth crust is destroyed at the beginning of the solidification (latter volcanic
activity and magma motion could be observed); if AP<0 (high external (pressure) the gases and
volatile elements will be held in the melt, part of theses will take part in the solidification to (5), (6) [1-
9,12,14,16,27]. These are similar to the processes in the Earth depth). The above mentioned and the
analysis in [1-9,12,14,16,18] show the realised "gassing-degassing" surface reactions before, during
and after the solidification. By the first publication of the present hypotheses (1987-88), the density
change could not be explained by the geosciences [1,2,3-6,9,13,14,18,27]. According to [4-6,12,14,16,
18,27] this can be result from the phase transitions; change of the chemical composition, temperature,
pressure in one specific constitutional diagram (with limited solvability) (Fe-C) [4-6,9,13,14,27],
reaching the critical gas or volatile elements concentration (saturation), phase borders by complete
insolubility (Fe/Me), (Me/MeO, for example Fe/FexOy-complex oxides spiels (slag's) probably
silicates, minerals phase borders by transition from one to another aggregate state [4-6] or by
lamination (at the beginning) under influence of centrifugal, tangential, gravity forces etc. (this is
similar to two- layer rotary casted pipes) [4-6,9,10,12-14,18,27] A significant part of the potential
energy is accumulated on the phase borders due to the dislocation mechanism. Until the period 1987-
1988 it was assumed that the core in [4-6,13,18,27] is in solid state. That is possible [12]. The change
of melting (crystallisation) T°C of metals and alloys (materials) is one of the fundamental effects of P
on the phase equilibrium the structure and properties respective [12,27]. The hypothesis for
superplastic liquid or semiliquid state of the core is very attractive (possible) [4-6,9,13,27]. The
existence of the core in supercompact steam state or more high temperature aggregate state according
to [4-6,9,13]. As prerequisites can be observed the radial and tangential volume shrinkage's (the
expanding in other directions as well) before, during and after solidification's solid phase reactions:
segregation, transformation, dislocation, mineralization, liquefaction of volatile and other gases, all
possible manifestations of "incorporation" phenomenon in the Nature [6,18,27]. Accumulation and
segregation of matter, emission of energy, possible remitting of definite regions, diffusion and
diffusion free processes, obtaining of matter residue - non transformed, kinetic processes, according to
the fundamental philosophical curves in [4-6,9,12,13,27]. Thermal methastability of the phases - initial
and additional stress relaxation local continental and global motion of the Geoformation in
correspondence with the universal (according the authors view point) dislocation mechanism as far as
various sized internal and external cracks appear. Cyclic process replication after relaxation (a definite
time interval is not obligatory), possible contact of H2O (free or bounded) with the melt petroleum or
other combustible gases, nuclear reactions - artificial are possible [4-6,9,13].

b) Explanation of some ancient mysteries: Ice Age, Flood; Subsidence and raising of the earth
blankets; The subsidence of Atlantis and other land [2] All these events can be explained by aforesaid
detailed argument in [4-6,9,12-14,18] These are related to the complex solidification, absence of
feeding for composition of the volume deficit, irregular heat release in the land and hydrosphere
formation of shrinkage's- extertmal:ocean lowland and hills, displacement of the heat and magnetic
centres, sinking of land, water, combustible gases, petroleum and other liquids volatile minerals,
stormy reactions by interaction with the melt, emission of maximal quantity of energy, influence of
AP, flares, cracks formation, penetration of lava toward the surface (reaction-air, water, etc.), dust
loading of the atmosphere (outer space), chilling, flooding of the depressions with sea water, huge
waves, heavy rainfalls, warming of definite regions, ice thawing, iceberg drift, possible changing of
Earth axis declination, cosmic catastrophes, magnetic changes.etc. [4].

c)Volcanic activity. Contribution to the explanation of monitoring and control mechanism.
Directions. The volcanic activity is characterised by processes in the liquid phase-local heating,
possible eutectic point, cracks formation, etc. The above mentioned is presented in details in [4-6,
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9,12,14,18]. The basic explanation is given by the equations (4-6) and by AP. The potential difference
is the motion source [4-6]. An attempt was made to be proven that the motion of the light (probably
AP bendet the light and space), plasma, gas, ions, liquid, dust flows from higher to lower pressure. The
speed is determined by the AP values(mass, temperature, aggregate state). In the solid Earth (probably
in the Universe as well) the motion flows according to the dislocation theory [4-6,12,14,18,27]. The
volcanic activity can be simulated with the counter pressure casting and especially with low pressure
casting methods [10,14,27]. The partial melting region can be compared with the melt holder in the
counter (low) pressure cast machine, the volcanic chinned with the sprue channel and the earth surface
with the atmospheric pressure mould. On the ground of the casting rate control methods used by
counter pressure casting new directions for monitoring and control over this "natural" activity of
"pulsing". Earth can be developed [4-6,8-10,13,14,27].

d) Tectonic processes earthquakes and similar processes in the Galaxies and Universe-
Contribution to the explanation of the mechanism causes etc. Prior to the publishing of the hypothesis
presented in [4-6,9,11,13,14,18] in the period 1987-1988 the Geology sciences could not present an
explanation of the above mentioned processes. It was assumed that then cause is related to unknown
stress [1-6,14,24,26,27]. The stress sources can be explained by the knowledge of the metallurgical
sciences (material science). The mechanism of the processes can be explained by the dislocation
theory [14,18]. The stress sources are presented above in 3.1.3 a,b,cand in [4-6,9,12,14,18,21,24] The
process flow can be described as follows: Local, block, to global dislocation drift in homogen and
heterogen sized, structured and oriented geological formation. Reaching of a obstacle; energy
accumulation on the block and phase borders and layers [4-6,9,13,14,18,27]. Extremely dangerous are
Mochorovitch's border's [3,4]. Stress initiation due to the internal pressure in the melt, equations (4-
7). By overcoming the obstacles a colossal energy is released related to the drift of land (geological
formations), appearance of cracks and destruction .A local melting is possible. The appearance of
stress in the transcontinental free space - cracks in definite geological formation is possible [4,6,9,13,
14,18]. Local dependence on volcanic activity. Prior to the period 1987 in the available geological
publication it was assumed that a dependence between volcanic activity and earthquakes does not exist
[4,6,14,25]. The thermal processes and solid phase reactions exert influence on the magnetism [4,6,
27]. A relaxation of stress as result of the unique natural phenomenon "incorporation" follows [4-6,
18,27]. The basic processes according [4-6] are related to emission or accumulation of energy and
matter [4-6,9, 13,14,18]. At last but not at least the artificial nuclear tests can accelerate some tectonic
processes related to the dislocation mechanism. As result the artificial and the natural stresses could
lead to chain catastrophes. In [4,6,14,18] are presented the ways for preventing this basing on some
solutions for control of volcanic activity. The volcanic activity attenuation on every planet depends on
its mass. If the planet is not completely districted at the end of solidification process the earth quakes
will attenuate in the time [4,6,14]. The above mentioned danger put the necessity of planetary control
over the mining and energy production. Particularly important are the evidences of telescope Hubbell
[11.14L

2.2. REFERENCE TO THE POSITION OF METALLURGICAL SCIENCES
(MATERIAL SCIENCES) AND THEIR ROLE FOR RESOLVING GLOBAL
FUNDAMENTAL PHILOSOPHIC NATURE AND CONCRETE ECOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS.
According to the author for the first time the metallurgical sciences are brought out their traditional
presentation as technical sciences [19,20] placing them amok the fundamental-philosophical giants
like Chemistry and Geology (Cosmogony) [4-6,9,13]. In this way by applying the traditional
fundamental - philosophical methods simple and convincing explanation to a number of unknown
processes and phenomena in the Micro and Macrocosm's and especially in the high organised matter
are provided [4-18].
After begging of so called Scientific Technical Revolution and particularly the "Man-Society (S)"
succeeded in "decapsolating" (explaining) a significant part of the inter - terrestrial phenomena and
processes and "brought them to the surface"(made them useful) by means of various industrial
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processes and technologies, agriculture, transport, etc. [4-18] After definite incubation period in the
fudametal-philosiphical kinetic curve [4-6,9,1-3,9,13,14,15] the atmosphere (probably as well as the
near space), the hydrosphere, the soil were changed drastically. According to the diagram 10-10a .the
above mentioned fact led to do disturbance of balance in the ecological systems, genotype, life style.
As result some new diseases appear and appearance of other may be expected [4-6,9,11,18,25,27].

Logic( <-> Mathematics) <-> Mechanics <-> Physics <-> Chemistry <-> Materialsience <-> Geology <->
Biology <-> Social form (Metallurgy) (Cosmogony) (10)
Geology <-> Social Form <-> Industry (consumption) <-> "Brought" up to the surface (10a)
(Nature) (mankind <-> Society) (Industry <-> Consumption) Biotechnology - bioproducts
Biosphere Geotechnology - geo-products
Noosphere Building - building materials
Earth's bowels /decapcolating / Metallurgy - metals and alloys
Earth's crust explaining Chemical Industry - chemicals
Soil Physics, Technologies :hydro-
Water electric- heat,-nuclear ,X-rays,-
Air(Outer Space) Agriculture laser beam faceless, power plants
Biology Transport Mechanics-mechanical engineering-all
Plants -air types of machines andequipment.
Animals -water Mathematics - compuers, electronic
Birds -road machines
Fishes Logic-paper, books, etc.
The above mentioned civil materials and industries belong to the complex military sciences and many
times more dangerous technologies and industries. The detailed explanation of the diagrams 10-10a is
presented in [9,13,14,22]. The considering of the diagrams from left to the right shows the way of
cognition, in other words the way of natural processes explanation by the means of the corespondent
sciences including the phenomena of high organised matter [4-6,9,13,18,22]. Figuratively
"Diagnostics" of the "pathogenic" processes as well as modelling in the corresponded industries
(consummations) [7-14]..The analysis from right to the left outlines the methods and the ways for
balance recovering in the Nature (Ecological systems) without negative influence on the Nature,
industry (Consumption) [4-6,9-14,18,22]. Up to now the Mankind-Society acts from left to the right
according the diagram 10-10"a At the present time and in the near future the human beans as highest
form of intelligence life manifestation have to create a new active philosophy valid for all spheres of
life and in perfect harmony with the nature if they want to survive and to advance on the way of
progress [4-6,9-14,18,22.27].
The metallurgical sciences (material science) are closest to the geology (cosmogony) in both direction
of considering the diagram 10-10'a, Therefore there are close to the ultimate explanation and
diagnostics of the natural processes and phenomena in the Earth and in the Universe. They are called
upon the other sciences (corresponded industries) and society to present the general way for solution
of the global problems including ecological ones. By solution of these problems always has to be take
account of the fact that the Earth is a cosmic body on which surface "Terrestrial" and "Space"
industries and technologies are developed [4-6,9-14,18,22,27]. It is proved also that the future
industrial development (especially the development of the industries simulated interterestrial or
cosmic processes) will follow three basic directions [6]:

a) Recovering of the natural balance by providing or the necessary conditions for the
development of the correspondent sciences (industries). In opposite to the disturbing order according
the diagram 10-10a underfully utilisation of the waste products [4-6,9,12,13,18,22]. Solving of the
natural phenomena and acceleration of the regeneration rate based on mass transport and motion
mentioned above and "rejection" and "purification by utilisation of the natural "chimneys" on the
Earth - Volcano's, in the atmosphere, hydrosphere and in the other space. Utilisation of the hydrogen
universality in the Universe, of the cosmic mechanisms and principles for control and monitoring of
the processes similar to the "heart-lungs-kidney"system, the "vacuum-atmospheric" pressure-
extreme high pressure respectively [4-6,5-11,18,22,27}
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b) Hermetical capsolation (locking) of the industrial processes. All produced waste products
are connected to global aspirating system characterized by high efficiency; fully utilization of this wast
products according to diagram 10,10a similar to the interterrestrial processes [4-6,9-11,27]]. Bringing
of the modern trchnologies in fully harmony and recovering of the natural balance in the ecological
systems, full control [6,9,10,27]

c) By utilizing of the methods and principle of the terrestrial technologies monitoring of the
Earth as well as controlling and regulating of the atmospheric, hydrospheric, surface and depth
processes should be exercised. By keeping in balance of the chemical (structural) composition and
other parameters: pressure, temperature, etc. By realising of controllable balance in the chemical
composition, structure, thermodynamically, kinetic and transport parameters for the development of
living forms (humans) [4-6,8-14,18,22,27].

2.3. METALLURGY (MATERIAL SCIENCE) OF IRON BASED ALLOYS AND
ECOLOGY-BIOLOGY
On the base of comparing critical analysis on presented in the literature, on the influence of the basic
bioelements in the Fe alloys and the organisms as a contribution are present the related between them
general "gasing-degasing"(oxidation-reduction) processes and discuses (ageing, malformations, etc.)
both in the alloys and organisms are due to accumulation of some elements (structures). As a result an
attempt is made to classificate for the first time of mutagenes and cancer and provoking agents in basic
and additional. [11,14,18,24].

A.Basic. Containing the basic bioelements in the organisms according to 1.group. Gases; CO,
CO2, NH3, NxOy, CnH2n+2, SO2, HCL, HF...etc. 2.group. Solid natural organic substances; and other
organic and inorganic. 3 group. Liquid natural-petroleum, oil and its products, benzpiren...etc. 4 group.
Artificially created by the organic substances, a) polycyclic substances- carbohydrates b) aromatic
amines;.c) chlorates carbohydrates (pesticides), insecticides, fungicides, herbicides..etc. d} Nitrozo
substances; el alcohol and tobacco, phenol and cresol substances; x) other organic substances, k)
organic substances: composition of soil, water, drinks, plats, vegetables, animal products, food...etc.

B.Additional. 1 .group. Physical factors- electric-magnetic, X- ray uv, ionising and other type
of emissions with earth and cosmic origin, 2 group. Biogenic factors: Disturbing of the functioning of
different autonomic systems (chronic, hormonal, psychic and hereditary diseases. The factors from the
first and particularly from the second group could provoke disturbances in the metabolism, to
desequilibrium in [11,14,18,24]., 3.group Chemical elements non - containing the basic bioelements
(C,O,H,N), inorganic. Genetic risk are Cr, Ni ,Cd, Pb, B, Hg and their composition with biophilic
elements, participating in the composition of the basic bio structures: NiCl2,, NiS, CaCrO4 [11,14,18,
21,24] as well as their transformation in volatile organic substances could provoke deaturation of the
proteins, malignant formations. Could provoke transformations in the cell structures chromosomal
aberrations, etc. [11,21,24]. Ni (Cu) does not bond with DNA (composed by C,H,N,P,...). Similar is its
behaviour in the alloys too [7,8,14,16,17] and provokes gene mutations [11,21,24]. Ni could be
provoke aneoplodity [8,23]. The scientific materials of the author presented in the National Oncology
Centre of Bulgaria (1987-1988) [11,18,24] gave stimulus for publishing of [21].

2.4. ECOLOGO-TECHOLOGICAL TRENDS, NEW CONCEPTUAL AND
PRACTICAL POSSIBILITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF METALLURGY,
METAL CASTING AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION DURING THE 21Stc
On the basis of conceptual analysis and critical survey of the existing achievements in metallurgy and
taking in to consideration the personal study and the long time author's researches, relying on the
fundamental philosophic information, derived for the first time, is made an attempt for scientific
forecasting of the future metal sciences development, respectively productions in harmony with
Nature. The aim of the study is to substantiate the creation and development of ecological methods
and technological shames for the complex metallurgical treatment of different melts (metals, alloys
and other non-metallic materials in casting machines and equipment ensuring treatment and casting
under various qualitative and quantitative pressure values such as: vacuum (different values depending
on the materials - up to high vacuum), atmospheric pressure (Pat-), high pressure (high, super high),
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while the entire technological cycle from charging up to the removal of the ready products,
manufactured for rolling and shaped casting is done in closed well sealed machines and equipment,
providing 100% catch of the harmful dust-gas emissions and waste products utilisation. The formulae
"vacuum - (atmospheric pressure.) - pressure" assures treatment of melt at least 6 basic metallurgical
variety. [8,10,14,22,23,27]

CONCLUSION
The analysis proves that the society is reedy to solve the global problems according to their priority. In
the present and future development all will be determined by the organisation, control and interaction
mode of sciences (in this number of army), industries, and society. If we miss the present opportunity
our surviving and the future progress of the mankind and the harmonisation with the nature will be
moot point. Completely new active philosophy should be necessary. The metallurgy will play a
important part in the present and future "confrontation" of society with the only and most important
"enemy"- the lack of knowledge of the Nature (the micro and macro-cosmic phenomena).
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